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The 2020 malware attack that shut down Australian and New 
Zealand wool sales and the 2021 cyber attack on global meat 
processing giant JBS are just two high-profile incidents that 
cost the Australian agricultural sector dearly. While cyber 
attacks pose a clear and present danger for rural businesses, 
producers are not as prepared as they could be. 

Digital technologies can be just as vulnerable to hackers 
as laptops, and the losses from an attack can be grave – a 
destroyed crop, a production setback – or even a danger to 
personal safety. Smart farms and precision agriculture are 
fuelled and run by technology, systems and data. Everything 
from lighting to temperature to feed rations are increasingly 
being digitally controlled in intensive livestock operations. 
Tractors are now GPS guided or driven autonomously by 
computer systems connected to the internet. It is not always 
easy to spot and respond to cyber vulnerabilities when adopting 
new digital technologies. 

While risks around cyber security are real, many of the threats 
can be managed. This report, developed by BDO Australia, 
aims to support rural businesses, large and small, to increase 
their understanding of cyber vulnerabilities and arm them with 
practical information and strategies to prepare against cyber 
threats – whether that is helping to protect a home computer 
storing personal information or ensuring the safety of whole-of-
farm digital infrastructure. 

AgriFutures Australia invested in this work in consultation with 
other Rural Research and Development Corporations (RDCs). 
Together, we recognised the need for producers to better 
understand cyber risks and take proactive steps to eliminate 
them. Understanding how best to mitigate cyber vulnerabilities 
ensures that producers will continue to have ready access to 
technologies that deliver important gains for their businesses.  

This report has been produced under AgriFutures Australia’s 
National Rural Issues (NRI) Program, which is part of the 
National Challenges and Opportunities Arena. NRI focuses 
on thought-provoking and horizon-scanning research to 
inform debate and policy on issues of importance across rural 
industries. 

Most of AgriFutures Australia’s more than 2000 publications are 
available for viewing, free downloading or purchase online at 
www.agrifutures.com.au. 

Michael Beer 
General Manager, Business Development 
AgriFutures Australia

 

Foreword

Australia’s rural industries and businesses are not 
immune to cyber attacks. More and more, the sector 
is a target for malicious cyber activity, a threat that 
will become increasingly real as farmers, fishers 
and foresters continue to adopt digitally enabled 
infrastructure, equipment and machinery.  
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In today’s digital age, it is nearly 
impossible to escape technology. 
Technology has taken over 
every facet of our lives, from 
children attending primary 
school with laptops or tablets, to 
the smartphones that are near-
constantly at hand for most adults. 

009008

Executive summary

Australia’s agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors are in a 
similar position to where the health system was five years ago: 
a slow but gradually increasing adoption of new technologies, 
with a largely unmanaged cyber security risk. The health sector 
identified the risk and started placing the building blocks to 
rapidly improve and standardise cyber security processes 
across the sector. The agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
sectors are at the beginning of this journey. It is fortunate in 
some ways that the adoption of new technologies has been 
gradual, with an increase in reliance arriving at this point in 
time. A lot can be learned from the sectors that have taken 
this journey before, both with regard to what worked and the 
challenges they experienced. 

Report structure

This report is structured in the following way: 

Section 1     Introduces the cyber security 
landscape for the agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry sectors.

Section 2     Introduces cyber security.

Section 3     Describes the cyber security 
industry threat profile for 
the agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry sectors.

Section 4     Identifies the commonly 
adopted cyber security 
controls in the agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry sectors.

Section 5     Introduces the learnings from 
national and international 
cyber security programs 
that can be applied to the 
agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry sectors.

Section 6     Describes the recommended 
approach for sector 
organisations implementing 
cyber security in accordance 
with their business size and 
complexity. 

There are a number of case studies throughout the report 
that help clarify complex concepts and incidents that are 
commonly experienced by sector organisations. 

Objectives

The main objective of this research was to identify the way 
forward for the agriculture industry to understand and 
manage cyber security vulnerabilities. This research enables 
AgriFutures Australia and rural industries to understand 
the state of cyber security across the agriculture, fisheries 
and forestry sectors, and identify effective ways to embed 
cyber security practices in organisations of varying sizes and 
complexities within the sectors. 

Methods used 

This research was conducted using a blended approach for 
quantitative data and qualitative data. Quantitative data 
was collected through the release and analysis of a cyber 
security survey. Recognising the risk of relatively low uptake 
for the survey, we also collected qualitative data through 
the extensive research and engagements BDO undertakes 
nationally and internationally, performed a desktop review of 
recent literature – including international agricultural sector 
threat reports – and engaged with the RDCs and industry 
producers through individual interviews. These sessions 
were semi-structured in nature, and geared towards 
identifying the common experiences of producers and other 
sector organisations. 

During this research, we identified the cyber security 
controls these industries are and aren’t using, and defined 
recommendations for businesses based on their management 
of technology. A sole trader managing their own technology 
and Wi-Fi network has different risk and exposure points to a 
large organisation, and this is worth recognising. This report 
details how we have arrived at our recommendations, and why 
you, your business and your peers should implement them.
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Key findings

Below are the key findings on the adoption of cyber security 
controls from the AgriFutures Australia Cyber Security 
Survey, interviews and the workshops conducted. Overall, 
the average response on the confidence of understanding 
cyber security and risk was 3.47 out of 5. Despite this 
reasonably high confidence, organisations that responded to 

Recommendations

Recommendations made in this report are based on 
a gradual and practical approach to increasing cyber 
security for sector businesses, based around their differing 
technology management approaches. This has been done 
to ensure businesses of various sizes have the appropriate 
guidance. In sectors that have been implementing 
formalised cyber security for years, the implementation 
of cyber security controls is based on risk assessment. 

   Security controls relating to people are rarely formalised. This has resulted 
in informal cyber security training and awareness activities, which may 
expose the sectors to increased risk of a successful cyber security attack 
through an insider threat.

   The uptake of technology security controls was reasonably high across the sectors. 
Supporting procedural controls, such as an up-to-date asset register or the changing 
of default passwords, were less common than the technology controls traditionally 
understood (e.g. antivirus software). Technology security controls are traditionally the 
simplest for organisations to adopt, so this outcome is not surprising.

   Cyber security policies and procedures are not commonly adopted within the 
sectors. Where they are adopted, it’s most commonly reported that a disaster 
recovery plan has been established. This lack of policy and procedure adoption may 
make it more difficult to ensure the continuity of businesses in the sectors. 

   A structured cyber security risk management program is not commonly adopted, 
though a variety of industry-specific technology has been adopted. There is limited 
understanding of the risk associated with adopting these technologies. The 
technologies used in the sectors present a gateway for threat actors when 
producers are insecure in their management cyber security risks.

   The ability or knowledge to seek assistance in the event of a cyber security incident 
is low. Respondents who indicated they had experienced a cyber security incident 
were only partially confident they had the right contacts to manage the incident. 
Understanding what to do in the event of an incident is an integral element of being 
able to effectively recover from a cyber security attack. Given the exposure of the 
agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors and their critical functions, it is important 
that businesses know how to respond and who to contact.

From the key findings above, below are the key recommendations 
for each of the domains, based on the technology management 
approach detailed in the diagram above. For the full list of 
recommendations, refer to Section 6 in this report. 

Self-managed businesses need to focus on identifying their 
cyber security priorities and objectives. Formal human resources 
processes may not be logical for some organisations because 
of their size, though process and technology controls are still 
important. Self-managed businesses should identify their 
priorities, define crisis management plans and begin to identify 
the assets within their environments through an asset register. 
With regards to technology, a few key basics are required for 
this type of environment. Having automatic software updates, 
antivirus, backup of information, multi-factor authentication, 
hard drive encryption and a password manager are simple and 
easy ways to protect the business.

Third-party-managed businesses businesses rely on the 
capabilities of their IT partners in deploying cyber security 
controls. Their primary focus should be on ensuring they 
understand the services that are being provided, and managing 
them appropriately. Formalised human resources processes are 
important as they manage the employees across their working 
lifecycle and decrease the risks associated with insider threats. 
Process-specific controls are important in clearly articulating 
what these businesses expect and who is responsible, and they 

set guidelines on how cyber security is to be delivered. Policy 
documents that should be created include an acceptable use 
policy to clarify to staff what business expectations are, cyber 
security standards documenting what cyber security controls the 
business requires for its environment, risk assessment processes 
to manage cyber security risk and incident response/business 
continuity plans. With regard to technology controls, they will 
primarily be deployed through the third party, so it is important 
to have IT service agreements detailed and monitored to ensure 
those controls are successfully deployed.

Internally managed businesses are typically larger in size and 
complexity, and should be more closely aligned to a recognised 
cyber security standard. For human resources, this means having 
formalised security processes and a cyber security training and 
awareness program. With regard to process, identifying a cyber 
security standard (i.e. ISO 27001, NIST CSF) most effective for 
the business will inform the policy and procedures required for 
adoption. Once structured, cyber security controls are identified 
through the policies and procedures, and information security 
assurance activities should be conducted to demonstrate they 
are effective. Technology for organisations of this size should be 
risk assessed before implementation, though boiling it down to 
the basics is a good starting point. Organisations of this size are 
more likely to find value in structured technology deployment 
from capabilities such as identity and access management, 
network architecture, logging and monitoring.

Because the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors are at the 
beginning of this journey, we have made recommendations based 
on the technology management approaches reported, and the 
most common threat exposure points for organisations when 
using those approaches. 

The graphic below details the three approaches, their desired 
outcomes, and the complexity associated with their implementation. 

this questionnaire and those we consulted with while completing 
this research had not adopted comprehensive cyber security 
controls across their businesses. For the detailed results and 
outcomes on cyber security control adoption in the agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry sectors, refer to Section 4 in this report.  
The following are the key findings of this research:

Self-managed
Embed the cyber security basics 
across the business to enable 
cyber resilience. Get the basics 
right to provide the business 
owner confidence.

Embed cyber security 
controls through an 
experienced third-party IT 
provider. Enable confidence 
in cyber resilience through 
effective management and 
reporting from third parties.

Embed cyber security 
capabilities aligned with the 
internal risk management 
approach. Enable confidence 
in cyber resilience through 
validation and assurance of 
the implemented information 
security controls.

Third-party managed Internally managed

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Controls complexity
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The Australian agricultural, fisheries and 
forestry sectors are undergoing a period of 
rapid change. This has come about due to 
the increasing adoption of technology, both 
by primary producers and within supply 
chains. In 2020, the world experienced a 
great shift in the way people do business. 
Conversations turned digital, contact 
became distanced, and technology 
replaced paper. Most industries across the 
globe adapted to survive, in one way or 
another, during the COVID-19 crisis. The 
world made more digital progress in months 
than had been expected for years.
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Section Introduction1

Despite a slow and steady approach, today almost every 
producer uses a mobile phone or laptop to do business. They 
may also use other digital devices, such as sensors, alarms, 
monitors and even drones. Similarly, every trader relies on 
communication systems, including telephones and internet 
networks, to operate. Technology is so embedded in our day-to-
day lives that we often don’t recognise it as being technology. A 
modern thermometer can tell you the temperature, but when 
it also connects to a wireless network and sends readings 
directly to your phone via the Internet, it’s also an Internet of 
Things (IoT) technology device, and can potentially be seen by 
others on the internet.

Introduction

1.1. Agribusiness and cyber security

In the last 10 years, there has been a huge growth in 
investment in agriculture technology. More than US$6.7 billion 
has been invested in the last five years, and more than  
US$1.9 billion in the last 12 to 18 months (AgFunder, 2021). 
Major technology innovations and trends in this space have 
focused on areas such as indoor vertical farming, automation 
and robotics, livestock technology, modern greenhouse 
practices, precision agriculture and artificial intelligence. 
Using and relying on these innovations enables more precise 
application of agricultural and livestock management, 
resulting in lower costs and improved yields. 

With this adoption of ‘smart farm’ technologies, and as 
agriculture machinery becomes increasingly computerised, 
traders and their markets are using online portals to process 
payments and manage logistics. As a result, these assets and 
information are valuable to hackers, who seek to profit from 
compromising them. 

Profitability, sustainability and increasing yields are the core 
value propositions that agtech brings to Australian farmers. 
Many analogue measurements and recording practices in 
agriculture have been digitised, with agtech such as sensors/
IoT (Internet of Things) and mobile devices adopted. This 
digitisation process provides a flow of data into downstream 
farming practices that has the potential to improve the speed 
and accuracy of decision processes. 

Remote sensing from satellites in low Earth orbit is another 
domain of decision-support datasets. Data collected from 
satellites can provide farmers with information on crop health, 
weather predictions, water use and yield predictions. In recent 
years, cube satellites have improved the frequency, accuracy 
and image resolution of this data, at a substantially cheaper 
cost. The challenge with this digitalisation and abundance of 
data is a lack of connectivity between sensors and software 
platforms, which has resulted in interoperability challenges on 
farm and through the agricultural supply chain.

 

This increased use of technology brings greater opportunity 
but also more risks – in particular, cyber security risk. However, 
hackers don’t only target technology-based businesses that 
survive and thrive on computers and data. Hackers often target 
the ‘low-hanging fruit’ – organisations that use technology for 
critical things in unsecured ways. Many hackers will look for 
the ‘lowest barrier to entry’. When they find a potential victim 
that is too much effort to hack (because they have identified 
and managed their cyber risks), the hacker will likely target a 
‘cheaper and easier’ victim.

Unless a business has measures in place to ensure otherwise, 
its business-critical information, technology, processes and 
people are likely vulnerable to hacking in some way. Ultimately, if 
technology is used in an organisation, it’s at risk of being hacked. 
This risk applies universally, and while this means different 
things for different businesses, the risk must be understood to 
be managed.

The agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors underpin 
the sustained growth of all modern economies. They foster 
essential primary industries and open doors to international 
trade and growth for developing nations. These sectors provide 
fundamental mechanisms for professional services, trades, 
supply chains and critical infrastructure to mature. Accordingly, 
it is a national imperative that supporting information systems 
be secured. 

The agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors 
now rely on technology and information systems 
at unprecedented levels. Even where primary 
producers have not adopted a technology or 
information system themselves, they can still 
be disrupted by supply chain impacts. A prime 
example of this was experienced by the wool 
industry in February 2020.

013
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Case study 1 Cyber attack forces cancellation of wool sales across Australia

Background What happened? What was the impact?

Talman software is used by 
a majority of wool industry 
participants across Australia 
and New Zealand. It underpins 
auctions and exports that enable 
wool sales. 

Talman fell victim to a 
ransomware attack, forcing 
the buying and trading system 
offline due to the hacker 
encrypting all files. The system 
remained unavailable for a week 
following the attack, halting the 
sale of wool.  

The nation’s wool exports typically 
turn over between $60 million 
and $80 million each week. Not 
only was the market’s cash flow 
interrupted, the quantity of extra 
wool available to the market once 
sales had resumed resulted in the 
price falling. 

Following this attack, Talman 
performed a review to ensure 
appropriate security measures 
were in place.

How do you prepare for this situation 
impacting your business?

You can’t control the actions of your 
supply chain, but you can ask people 
and organisations in your supply chain 
questions. What cyber security do they 
have? Have they conducted vulnerability 
scanning and penetration testing on 
critical applications? Do they have crisis 
management processes in place to rapidly 
restore services, or would an outage 
potentially impact your business for  
up to a week, as the wool industry was?
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Today, attackers are using more complex techniques to target 
organisations of all sizes. Knowing the basics of cyber security 
and putting them into practice will help protect businesses and 
reduce the risk of a cyber attack.

2.1. What is cyber security?

Cyber security focuses on protecting information and 
information assets against attackers and disruptive events that 
can impact information confidentiality, integrity and availability. 
Attackers are people who try to steal, change or interfere with 
information, or stop people from being able to use information 
to run their businesses. They do so to make money or get insider 
information on what businesses are doing and, importantly, how 
they’re doing it (e.g. research or innovation into improving the 
business). 
 
Traditional hackers are one element of a wider threat 
environment that also includes nation state-backed groups (i.e. 
foreign countries), organised crime syndicates, trusted insiders, 
and issue-motivated groups. These threat actors recognise 
the ways we access our data, systems and information, and 
are targeting us in more ways than ever before. Even when the 
action is unintended, it can have major impacts (e.g. a staff 
member who clicks an email link that enables the hacker to 
access computers and block access to information that stops 
the business from operating). 
 
The purpose of cyber security is to embed cyber resilience  
in businesses.

2.2. What is cyber resilience? 

Cyber resilience refers to the ability to continuously deliver 
business objectives and organisational services despite cyber 
incidents, events and attacks. 

The World Economic Forum publishes an annual Global Risk 
Report based on the ‘Global Risks Perception Survey’. Figure 1 
represents the 2020 survey results. Over the last eight years, 
cyber and information security concerns have consistently 
been raised in the top 10 risks in terms of both likelihood and 

2.3. Cyber security risk management

Cyber security risk management is critical to sectors that are 
increasingly adopting and embracing technology. Understanding 
risk enables cyber resilience, because businesses can better 
understand and contextualise what could happen if something 
goes wrong. This in turn improves the quality of crisis planning. 

Figure 2 represents a cyber security risk equation. To anticipate 
or plan for the impact of a cyber attack, a business firstly 
needs to understand its assets and the way a cyber security 
impact can interact with that asset, e.g. credit card details 
being given to someone not permitted to have them might be a 
financial asset and confidentiality impact. Secondly, a business 
needs to understand how its operations let it down and who 
was responsible. To build on the earlier example, a people 
vulnerability might be a lack of background checks on an insider 
threat actor, resulting in an employee sharing credit card details 
to cover one of their debts. 

Each asset, impact, vulnerability and threat actor domain is 
identified in later sections of this report and/or in the glossary. 
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Figure 1. Results from the World Economic Forum’s 2020 Global Risks Perception Survey.
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impact. In 2020, data fraud or theft and cyber attacks appeared 
in the top 10 risks in terms of likelihood, while information 
infrastructure breakdown and cyber attacks appeared in the top 
10 risks in terms of impact.

In the current COVID-19 environment, cyber attacks are 
more likely to happen than ever before. Cyber resilience is 
an approach that recognises this and plans for the reality of 
experiencing and recovering from a cyber attack. Businesses in 
the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors must understand 
the cyber security risk to their businesses, and plan accordingly.
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Type of attack What it is How it can happen

Ransomware Ransomware is a form of malware that encrypts 
a victim’s files. The attacker demands a ransom 
from the victim to restore access to the data upon 
payment. This can stop a business from operating 
(as per case study 1).

Ransomware attacks can occur if a user falls victim to 
a phishing attack (i.e. fake email) that gives the hacker 
access to the organisation’s network.

Phishing Phishing is a cyber attack that uses a disguised 
email as a way to break into a business. The goal 
is to trick the email recipient into believing the 
message is something they want or need (e.g. a 
request from their bank with an attachment, or a 
link to click).

An employee receives an email posing as a trusted 
institution or person, and it contains an attachment, 
or link the hacker wants the employee to click. If the 
employee is not properly trained, they may click this 
link, which could allow the hacker to gain access to their 
account or network and steal sensitive information, 
interfere with systems, or stop the business from using 
information. 

Business  
email 
compromise

Business email compromise is when cyber 
criminals use email to abuse trust in business 
processes and scam organisations out of money or 
goods. These criminals can impersonate business 
representatives using similar names, domains 
or fraudulent log-in credentials to a legitimate 
organisation.

An employee may fall victim to a phishing attack that 
can compromise their account, allowing the hacker 
to steal their details and information to impersonate 
them. The hacker can then contact the organisation’s 
customers to perform fraudulent scams for their own 
personal gain. Alternatively, the hacker pretends they 
are a supplier that has recently changed their bank 
account for payments, and requests future payments 
are made to the new account. A business may not find 
out that it’s the wrong account until the real supplier 
contacts them about late payments.

Malware Malware is a term for any kind of computer software 
with malicious intent. Malware seeks to invade, 
damage or disable computers, computer systems, 
networks, tablets and mobile devices, often by 
taking partial control over a device’s operations. Like 
the human flu, it interferes with normal functioning.

Employees may visit an untrustworthy or unsafe 
website that downloads malware without them 
knowing. 

Data breach A data breach occurs when personal information is 
accessed, disclosed without authorisation or lost as 
a result of a cyber attack.

Data breaches may occur through insecure networks, 
phishing, misconfigured access controls, outdated 
software or by sending this information to the wrong 
person/people.

Table 1  
Common types of cyber attacks

2.4. Common types of cyber attacks

No cyber security risk can be realised as an incident without 
an attack path. Cyber attacks can seem relatively complex, 
however if you understand the risk, you can understand how 
an attack can be realised. The types of cyber attacks which 
the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors are exposed to 
are expanded upon in the ‘Industry threat profile’ in Section 
3, with some attack paths detailed. Table 1 details the most 
common types of cyber attacks to which organisations and their 
employees can fall victim.

Figure 2. Example of a cyber security risk equation.
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Case study 2 Lion experiences second cyber crisis in two weeks

Background What happened? What was the impact?

Lion is a beverage giant behind 
brands such as XXXX, Hahn and 
Tooheys, among others. In 2020, 
it also owned dairy brands Dairy 
Farmers and Pura.

In June 2020, Lion experienced 
two ransomware attacks that 
disrupted IT systems and 
manufacturing operations 
within a two-week period. 

Hackers demanded $1.16 million 
in ransom and threatened to 
leak the stolen files publicly if 
Lion didn’t pay by the deadline. A 
number of files were found on the 
internet as a result. Operations 
at manufacturing sites were 
impacted and customer service 
systems were offline.

How do you prepare for this situation 
impacting your business?

Make sure you have antivirus or anti-malware 
software installed on your devices, including 
any servers running your operations. Back 
up your data to an external device or the 
cloud. Ensure you understand how you would 
respond to a crisis by developing a crisis 
management plan or disaster recovery plan.
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Section Industry threat profile3

Overview

The increased use of technology brings greater opportunity; 
however it also brings more risks – in particular, cyber security 
risk. This section explains the cyber risks the agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry sectors need to think about, who wants to 
attack the sectors, how they would go about an attack, and what 
to do about it. To support this, real-life scenarios are exemplified 
to provide further understanding of the impact threats can have 
to our cyber security environment. 

Introduction

In 2020, there was a seismic shift in the way people and 
organisations do business. Conversations turned digital, contact 
became distanced, and technology replaced paper. Most 
industries across the globe adapted to survive, in one way or 
another, during the COVID-19 crisis. The world made more digital 
progress in months than had been expected for years.

This increased use of technology brings greater opportunity 
but also more risks – in particular, cyber security risk. However, 
hackers don’t only target technology-based businesses that 
survive and thrive on computers and data. Hackers often target 
the ‘low-hanging fruit’ – organisations that use technology for 
critical things in unsecured ways. Many hackers will look for 
the ‘lowest barrier to entry’. When they find a potential victim 
that is too much effort to hack (because they have identified 
and managed their cyber risks), the hacker will likely target a 
‘cheaper and easier’ victim.

The threat landscape

Regardless of whether agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
businesses have been affected or untouched by COVID-19’s 
technology impacts, they use computer systems, and therefore 
face the threat of hacking. Businesses in the sectors own 
systems, data and intellectual property (IP) that is valuable to 
hackers.

This threat increases as businesses embrace technology. 
Smart farms and precision agriculture are fuelled and run by 
technology, systems and data. Equipment such as tractors that 
was previously seen as machinery is now driven autonomously 
by computers connected to the internet – meaning these 
machines are ‘hardware’ (physical information assets, as 
opposed to digital ‘ones and zeroes’ assets that we call 
‘software’), and just as vulnerable to hackers as laptops. In some 
ways, the impact of an attack on a non-IT technology could be 
greater – a destroyed crop, a production setback, or even danger 
to personal safety.

So who’s targeting hardware and software, and why would they 
want to steal, change or destroy data? There are many hackers, 
with different motivations, targeting businesses in different 
ways, and all trying to gain something by compromising assets. 
To understand the ‘cyber threat landscape’ and the risks it 
introduces, businesses must understand who’s targeting them, 
what they’re targeting, and how they’ll do so.

Contextualising agriculture,  
fisheries and forestry

Every year, one of Australia’s largest cyber assessments, the 
BDO/AusCERT Cyber Security Survey, evaluates cyber risk and 
threat trends across Australian and New Zealand industries. 
The BDO/AusCERT 2020 Cyber Security Survey asked about the 
threats and risks the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors 
were most concerned about for the 2021-22 financial year. The 
results are depicted in Figure 3.

 In 2020, wool auctions across Australia 
were halted for over a week when hackers 
disabled a major wool trading system, 
demanding a multi-million-dollar ransom 
for its recovery. Australia exports between 
$60 million and $80 million worth of wool 
each week, and almost 70,000 bales 
scheduled for sale were grounded until 
systems resumed operation.
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Figure 3. The cyber threats of most concern to the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors, and all other sectors.

Figure 4. The cyber threats of most concern to the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors, and all other sectors.
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The hackers targeting agriculture, fisheries 
and forestry

We know that the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors are 
targeted by hackers. Their impact is evident, and the sectors 
understand the seriousness of what they could do now and 
in the future. This means there is a need to know what’s being 
targeted and how, so the right controls can be put in the right 
places to prevent an attack. To do this, businesses need to know 
who’s targeting them, because different hackers have different 
motivations and capabilities.

What hackers are targeting

The agriculture, fisheries and forestry industries are attractive 
targets for hackers who are motivated to steal data for economic 
advantage, to disable systems, and so they can demand a 
ransom for their recovery. The sectors are also attractive for 
issue-motivated attackers seeking to damage and embarrass 
businesses. 

Types of information targeted

Retail and healthcare industries are sometimes thought of as the 
most common targets for hackers due to the large amounts of 
personal and sensitive data held within their networks. However, 
hackers and the public now recognise that many other types of 
businesses hold just as much, if not more, sensitive and valuable 
data. Ground-breaking research data and IP is held within 
the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors that provides 
breakthrough opportunities for primary producers and their 
supply chains. Across the nation, producers are adopting ‘smart 
farm’ technologies, precision agriculture and increasingly tech-
driven business practices. Traders and their markets use online 
portals to process payments and, as agricultural machinery 
becomes increasingly computerised, manage logistics. 
These assets are valuable to hackers, who seek to profit from 
compromising them. 

Research and IP

The research and IP produced in agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry contribute to the national economy, commercial success 
and ongoing competitiveness. Organisations that produce 
this IP conduct research that engenders new ideas, develops 
breakthrough theories and nurtures scientific discoveries that 
lead to more efficient and more effective capabilities. 

Threat factor Description

Advanced persistent threats Advanced persistent threat (APT) actors represent the most sophisticated hacker threat 
faced. APTs are typically sponsored by, or acting on behalf of, a foreign government. This 
means APTs are often large groups of highly trained hackers who work around the clock and 
have access to government budgets and breakthrough hacking tools. They will use their 
sponsoring government’s capabilities to achieve things few other hackers can. APTs have 
been responsible for hacking attacks that have destroyed nuclear centrifuges, resulted in the 
theft of millions of dollars, and led to the theft of top-secret information from governments 
and industries worldwide.

APTs are likely to target the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors for political or economic 
advantage (including targeting supply chains). In less likely cases (e.g. global conflict), APTs 
could destroy systems to cause harm. APTs will steal information for economic or political 
espionage, or to have options for harming Australia should the strategic need arise. 

Hacktivists Hacktivists are issue-motivated and will target the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors 
to deface websites, interrupt access to services, and steal and expose sensitive information 
as a means to protest or draw attention to an issue. Hacktivists see the sectors as highly 
visible or symbolic targets, and will attempt to damage reputations for their political goals. 
Involvement in controversial or highly topical subjects can lead to increased activity from 
hacktivists seeking to protest and embarrass their victims.

Insiders Similar to hacktivists, insider threat actors can be issue-motivated and target the 
organisations they work for. They can either be self-motivated or ‘co-opted’ by a third party 
that instructs them to attack their employer (or an entity to whom they’ve established trusted 
access). They cause reputational damage or steal information for profit, using their privileged 
access to do so. 

Cyber criminals Cyber criminals are beginning to target the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors, often 
through social engineering attacks, to steal and profit from sensitive personal or financial 
information about ourselves, clients and staff. The increased adoption of critical technology 
encourages cyber criminals to use monetised attacks (e.g. ransomware), where information 
assets are locked until a ransom is paid. Often, cyber criminals will employ ‘double ransom’ 
tactics to lock systems and steal information, demanding a ransom to recover systems and 
‘guarantee’ stolen sensitive information won’t be exposed publicly or sold. Cyber criminals 
may sell stolen information (regardless of whether or not a ransom has been paid) to other 
cyber criminals, further enabling fraud. They can also benefit financially from selling secrets, 
such as major business activities or key research (i.e. intellectual property).

Table 2 
Common types of cyber attackers

The results show the sectors are just as concerned about data 
breaches as banks, hospitals, professional services firms 
and government departments – and less concerned about 
disruptive attacks than other businesses in general. In reality, 
these concerns are probably not as informed as they could be 
for the sectors. 

The latest BDO/AusCERT Cyber Security Survey also asked 
about the types of hackers respondents were most concerned 
about. Overwhelmingly, other sectors perceive financially 
motivated cyber criminals as being responsible for most cyber 
attacks, and who are most likely to cause the majority of cyber 
incidents in the coming year. The agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry sectors feel otherwise.

Interestingly, when compared with all other sectors, the three 
sectors are almost equally as concerned about the types of 
cyber attacks they could experience. However, when compared 
with all other sectors, they are concerned about a very different 
set of perpetrators. The agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
sectors are:

•  Three times as concerned about activists than other 
sectors.This is understandable given past events, but is 
likely to be an overestimation.

•  Three times as concerned about competitors hacking 
systems. The sectors feel competitors are more likely to 
damage their businesses than almost every other industry.

•  Almost 90% less concerned about supply chains putting 
data at risk. Even if data is held securely, businesses are 
probably not considering how suppliers are protecting their 
information.

What these results mean is that sector businesses may have a 
false sense of security, as they probably overestimate the threat 
of certain cyber attacks, and underestimate others. This points 
to the possibility that the sectors don’t really understand their 
cyber threats as well as they should.

Different hackers will use different techniques to do different 
malicious things. These hackers, their targets and their 
techniques are explained in the next section of this report.
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Most businesses in the sectors undertake this research 
through strategic partnerships with government and industry 
organisations. As a result, such businesses are often funded 
through numerous entities, each with its own vested interest 
in the research outcomes. It is not unusual for research and 
development (R&D) organisations to conduct research for 
competing investors, government agencies or foreign nations, as 
well as the private organisations they engage professionally. 

Through years of hard work and tireless research efforts, R&D 
specialists dissect, dismantle, develop, study and explore 
highly complex problems. The solutions they produce are often 
the result of large investments and sometimes decades of 
effort across multiple communities of students, academics, 
researchers and organisations. For this reason, the research 
and IP produced is highly prized by adversaries. Nation states 
are well aware of the competitive advantage IP can offer to the 
economic, international trade and private industry domains, and 
frequently instruct government-sponsored hackers to obtain it 
through covert or deniable means.

Personally identifiable information

When considering their overall operations, many agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry businesses are similar to small cities. 
Some staff live on-site; local visitors (such as researchers or 
veterinary students) access land/resources/livestock; service 
providers support these activities; and large numbers of 
staff and contractors arrive at and leave facilities every day. 
The constant and complex nature of operations means large 
volumes of data are created and collected daily. Some of this 
data includes personally identifiable information (PII), such as:

•  Full names, addresses, dates of birth, identification 
documents and contact details.

•  Financial information belonging to staff, service providers 
and industry partners.

•  Health and medical information.

This personal information has value to hackers. In some cases, 
all a hacker needs to take out a fraudulent loan in someone 
else’s identity is their driver’s licence. There are dedicated 
underground marketplaces that exchange millions of personal 
details every day, profiting from their sale to hackers, who use 
them illegally to steal funds and commit fraud. The impacts of 
identity theft on its victims are typically lifelong and serious. 

In 2018, Australia introduced the Notifiable Data Breach 
Scheme under the Privacy Act. The scheme requires entities to 
identify any data breaches that may introduce a risk of serious 
harm. It requires businesses to report such data breaches 
to the regulator (the Office of the Australian Information 
Commissioner) and the people impacted by the data breach. The 
regulator can issue fines for unsafe handling of personal data, 
and businesses are often obligated to pay for things such as 
identity theft monitoring and data protection costs in response.

Commercially sensitive information

Given the extent to which Australia relies on agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry for trade and economic security, 
commercial information about businesses can be valuable 
to hackers who seek to gain a competitive edge. Similarly, 
hackers who wish to embarrass businesses or harm negotiating 
positions may also target commercially sensitive information.

Should commercially sensitive information be stolen, the 
consequences could be significant and far-reaching – not just 
for agriculture, fisheries and forestry and their commercial 
strength, but for Australia and its international trade relations. 
The type of information hackers target to benefit competitors 
includes:

•  Statistics and data about production efficiency, the welfare 
of livestock/poultry and crop yields, which could put primary 
producers at a competitive disadvantage.

•  Land valuation data that could be used to purchase land at 
an undervalued price.

 In 2018, the US Department of Homeland 
Security championed a study into 
agribusiness cyber threats. One key threat 
scenario identified in the study was the 
dishonest sale of confidential data. When 
interviewing organisations in the sector, the 
study identified multiple examples of the 
malicious use of commercially sensitive 
information. In one case, an agribusiness 
was approached with offers to sell their 
data ‘under the table’ to brokers and hedge 
funds.

•  Trading volumes, pricing data and sale trends, which could 
provide competitors with a stronger negotiating position.

•  Logistics and supply chain pricing, deals and invoices, which 
give insight into resource types, sources and cost – giving 
competitors a better bargaining edge.

•  Information and communication about controversial or 
topical developments, research, investments or funding that 
could embarrass businesses or harm reputations.

Financial assets

Agriculture, fisheries and forestry businesses often deal with a 
range of suppliers, service providers, consultants and industry 
bodies. There are costs involved, which means money needs 
to be exchanged. These exchanges present opportunities for 
hackers to intercept and redirect the funds. Hackers will target 
poorly defended businesses to capture payable invoices in 
transit, quietly change bank or payment details, then send them 
on their way to the intended recipient. In these cases, invoices 
are paid to the wrong account, leaving debtors out of pocket 
and creditors without due earnings. These kinds of lose-lose 
situations can be devastating for smaller organisations and 
producers who find themselves in expensive legal/insurance 
battles to resolve the impact.

 In 2019, a state government fisheries 
system updated a secure fishing licence 
registration system. The system enabled 
fishing licence holders to manage their 
permits, licences, quotas, fees and 
payments – and handled their financial 
information to do so. The update 
misconfigured the system, allowing anyone 
to log into a licence holder’s account and 
access sensitive information without a 
password. The state government system 
owners contacted its users to tell them 
their information could be breached, and 
investigations were launched to identify 
any malicious or fraudulent activity that 
occurred as a result.

In launching financial attacks, hackers will target:

• Payment card details.

• Online banking usernames and passwords.

•  Online supply chain platforms and markets that are used 
by farmers, traders and bulk handlers to manage contracts, 
orders and payments.

• Government business portals.

•  Accounts payable staff or individuals with delegations and 
financial control in their business.

‘Internet of Things’ and robotics

The internet is mostly seen as a place for information and 
data. It’s a network of knowledge that people have collected, 
shared and grown. In recent years, there has been an increase 
in internet participation, not just by people and computers, but 
by ‘things’. For example, many modern fridges, dishwashers, 
air conditioners, traffic lights and other ‘things’ contain 
computers that are connected to the internet. These ‘things’ 
communicate with each other, update themselves and share 
statistics with their manufacturers and owners. It’s how ‘smart 
home’ owners can check who’s at their front door when their 
internet-connected security cameras automatically alert 
them to movement. Similarly, it’s how farmers receive alerts 
on their phones and computers when agronomic sensors in 
their fields detect low moisture levels or high salinity. It’s not 
people or traditional computers (as we normally see them) 
communicating this information, but ‘things’ like sensors, 
meters and alarms.

 In 2016, hackers targeted and gained 
access to hundreds of thousands of 
unsecured IoT devices, such as surveillance 
cameras and video-based systems. The 
hackers used these hijacked devices 
to take down popular websites. In such 
attacks, even though the hacked IoT 
devices are not the primary target, it’s likely 
they’ll suffer damage and malfunction as a 
result of their compromise.
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This ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) demonstrates how interconnected 
personal and business lives are becoming with global 
networks – and IoT is extended by robotics: machines that 
substitute human activities. For example, some modern tractor 
implements come equipped with robotic weeding systems. 
Some of these systems use cameras to automatically detect 
unwanted flora, remove them and report progress. Other such 
weeders are now entirely automated as standalone machines, 
removing the need for famers to operate them. 

These IoT and robotic devices offer significant opportunities to 
maximise efficiency. They can work almost non-stop 24/7, are 
less hampered by weather, require no training, don’t become 
fatigued and can often get the job done faster than a human 
can. When they’re hacked, they bring an equal level of danger 
and risk to the business. Hackers will compromise IoT and 
robotics devices for various reasons, often as a way to attack 
other targets at the expense of the device.

Hackers targeting IoT and robotics devices used in agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry will possibly be motivated to disable them, 
inflicting harm on primary producers and supply chains, and 
demand a ransom to re-enable them. In doing so, hackers are 
likely to target:

• Smart agriculture sensors and crop monitoring equipment.

• Animal welfare monitoring devices.

• Automatic feeder systems.

• Autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs).

•  Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) within farm 
vehicles.

•  Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems in 
livestock and poultry farms.

•  Safety systems, such as ammonia, carbon dioxide or 
temperature sensors.

•  Recirculatory Aquaculture Systems (RAS), which monitor 
oxygen, acidity, temperature, lighting and other levels in 
fisheries production facilities.

Big data and machine learning

Today, when farmers climb into their modern planters to sow 
seeds across thousands of acres of land, many are armed 
with a powerful tool: precision data. These datasets feed into 
technologies (embedded in modern tractors and planters) that 
use GPS tracking, provide soil information, yield data, and have 
complex algorithms that automatically identify which portions of 
land can support closer and more successful seed planting. 

At the same time, modern smart farm technologies give 
producers a view of their land’s topography, soil quality, nutrient 
levels and requirements, weather patterns, yield trends from 
previous years based on those factors, and more. These insights 
enable them to better understand precisely what’s needed, 
for which produce, and when to act – lifting yields, efficiency 
and ultimately the bottom line. If this data is fed into powerful 
computers with machine learning (ML) capabilities, smart farm 
systems can begin to learn and predict these insights well 
ahead of time. When coupled with autonomous/IoT devices and 
robotics, this leads to situations where smart farms are sensing, 
learning and responding to soil and farm conditions – i.e. 
automatically undertaking critical farm operations – to maximise 
yields and increase efficiency.

These technologies afford agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
businesses rare opportunities to capitalise on modern systems 
and profit from their capabilities. They also afford these 
opportunities to hackers. By compromising such data, hackers 
could trick a smart farm system into automatically doing things 
it thinks are appropriate, but are actually destructive, e.g. 
corrupted data could convince a smart farm’s subsurface drip 
irrigation system that watering is continuously needed when 
it isn’t, tricking the smart farm into flooding its own fields. By 
changing GPS data, hackers can confuse automatic planters into 
thinking that poor-quality soil is actually ideal, decimating an 
entire harvest’s chance of success. Even if a farmer notices the 
issue, they would be forced to choose between waiting for the 
problem to be fixed (and risk missing the planting window), or 
reverting to manual methods, which would decrease their yield.

To compromise big data and machine learning systems, hackers 
are likely to target:

• Farm management systems related to:

 – Continuous land monitoring.

 –  Monitoring and reporting of yields and crop growth/
observations.

 – Soil monitoring and reporting.
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How hackers are targeting agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry 

Tactics, techniques, and procedures

Different hackers will use different means to attack different 
assets, depending on their capability, motivation and intent. 
For the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors to defend 
against these threats, they must understand how hackers 
will target them.

Advanced persistent threats

Advanced persistent threats (APTs) undertake operations that 
enable long-term access to systems. APTs use multiple attack 
vectors (i.e. numerous and varied ways of compromising an 
information system) and will continue covert assaults against 
organisations until they have gained the access they need. More 
often than not, these are ‘low and slow’ attacks that ‘fly under 
the radar’ of most cyber attack detection systems, where APTs 
collect sensitive data over an extended period of time. Due to 
APTs using multiple attack vectors, there is no simple or singular 
solution to protect against them. Strong, consistent and ongoing 
defences are required in order to prevent, detect and respond to 
successful attacks.

Cyber criminals

Cyber criminals use phishing attacks (malicious emails typically 
intended to manipulate victims into downloading viruses, 
handing over credentials or transferring funds). These attacks 
may result in the compromise and sale of sensitive information, 
or the introduction of ransomware (a form of computer virus 
that encrypts computers, rendering them unusable, and 
demands a ransom to unlock) into critical systems. These 
groups are increasingly well-funded and exceedingly effective 
at profiting from organisations with poor cyber defences. To 
best combat such attacks, businesses should apply multi-
factor authentication (where a second method of authorisation 
is needed to log into online accounts, such as a text message 
verification code, as well as a password), apply email filtering 
where they have the systems to do so, and regularly scan for 
data breaches in which passwords and credentials are exposed 
(so they can rapidly change them when needed). In addition, 
strong antivirus/anti-malware and threat intelligence software 
can be ensure spam filters recognise the latest phishing trends. 

Given the varied and changing tactics, techniques and 
procedures (TTPs) used by key threat actor groups, it is 
imperative the sectors proactively understand cyber criminals’ 
tactics in order to effectively defend against them.

Insiders

Insiders traditionally use their access to steal proprietary 
research and sensitive data. There have been instances 
of insiders ‘vandalising’ assets (e.g. defacing a website) or 
destroying them as a form of revenge. Some of the most 
significant threats posed by insiders are the theft of sensitive 
information and the destruction of critical operational 
systems. The particular difficulty in combatting insider threats 
comes from the balance of security and ensuring staff can 
conveniently perform their roles. To defend against insider 
threats, the concept of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), also 
known as ‘least privilege’, should be implemented across the 
organisation. RBAC means that staff have access only to the 
resources they need to effectively perform their role. In addition 
to RBAC, security awareness programs should be embedded 
within the business, and, for larger organisations, detailed 
threat risk assessments should be undertaken. These threat 
risk assessments should identify what critical data is at risk, 
by which kinds of potential insider threats, and what evidence 
must be collected to alert to such activity (i.e. developing ‘threat 
use cases’). Where feasible, security information and event 
management (SIEM) capabilities should be used to monitor 
for these observables. If possible, this can be augmented by 
deploying behavioural analytics to monitor for unusual or 
malicious behaviours. User Entity Behaviour Analysis (UEBA) 
capabilities are common, ‘out-of-the-box’ capabilities that 
are available within dedicated and multi-purpose security 
appliances.

Hacktivists

Hacktivists are most likely to conduct dedicated denial of 
service (DDoS) attacks, deface websites or steal and expose 
private information. They aren’t typically motivated to profit 
from their attacks, so when data is stolen, it is most likely 
to be incriminating or embarrassing. To best defend against 
hacktivists, incident response planning must be robust, with 
capability to identify and respond to attacks.

• Animal welfare monitoring systems.

•  Precision agriculture mapping and land use/plot 
planning data.

• Agrichemical trends and data.

• Trading systems data and trends.

Unmanned aerial systems

Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are becoming more common 
across the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors. They’re 
also known as:

• Drones

• Remotely piloted aircraft (RPA)

• Remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS)

• Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)

• Unmanned aircraft (UA)

In simple terms, a drone is an aircraft that does not have a 
physical pilot on board. It’s controlled by a person remotely, or 
given a set of instructions to automatically fly a certain path. 
Drones come in different types:

•  Fixed-wing, resembling airplanes – which generally fly faster, 
further, higher and longer.

•  Multi-rotor, resembling helicopters – which are generally 
more manoeuvrable and can hover, take off and land 
vertically.

•  Hybrid, which combine the features above.

Malicious use of drones poses risks to the sectors. Across 
industries globally, drones have been used to enable:

•  Crime – e.g. by transporting contraband or illegal goods.

•  Espionage – e.g. by secretly collecting sensitive imagery or 
information on a site.

•  Surveillance – e.g. by collecting information on infrastructure, 
security capabilities or people.

•  Nuisance – e.g. by reckless piloting or flying into restricted 
areas.

•  Physical attack – e.g. by dispersing offensive chemicals or 
crashing into a target.

 An overseas government’s initiative 
to explore cyber risk across agriculture, 
fisheries and forestry identified a number of 
cases where foreign nations were seeking 
to steal big data via drones. In one case, a 
popular drone’s software was created and 
stored in a foreign country. That country’s 
government illegally accessed millions 
of images taken by the drones to create 
high-quality evaluations of agricultural 
yields. This was likely done to broker better 
positions in trade negotiations.

•  Intentional downing – e.g. by using one drone as a weapon to 
intentionally crash into another. 

•  Distraction tactic – e.g. by using a drone to distract security 
personnel from other priorities.

•  Protest – e.g. by seeking to cause disruption in support of a 
protest event.

Drone hacking poses risks to those who use them. However, 
drone hacking is uncommon in agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry. Despite this, those who use drones should be aware of 
the more common threats to their safe operation. These include:

•  GPS spoofing – Where a hacker broadcasts a fake GPS signal 
from the ground to trick all drones in the area into thinking 
they are in the wrong location. This can cause the drone to 
crash, or to fly and even land in the wrong place. This type 
of attack is affordable and easy to do, and can render the 
drone unusable or lost. Protections against GPS spoofing 
are expensive, and only really used in large-scale operations 
(e.g. within large international freight ships as a deterrent to 
piracy).

•  Downlink threats – If unsecured (or poorly secured) data is 
being sent by a drone to the controller, it can be intercepted 
by hackers who are within the range of the drone and its 
controller, e.g. poorly secured video feeds being broadcast 
from the drone to the controller can be intercepted and 
viewed by a hacker. A hacker could potentially intercept a 
controller’s commands and redirect or ‘hijack’ the drone.

Industry threat profile
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IP theft by a foreign adversary to steal breakthrough research

In this fictitious scenario, the victim is a prominent Australian 
science and research organisation. The organisation, AgriCastle, 
is finalising a 10-year research effort into a new ultra-high-
yielding strain of wheat called Bune. Research has shown Bune 
is capable of producing 18 tonnes per hectare, even in sub-
standard conditions, with 9% moisture and low nitrogen. Bune 
also boasts much higher protein levels and new health benefits, 
with government research and health organisations keen to 
identify more funding opportunities to further explore.

Across the globe, an analyst working for a foreign intelligence 
service meets with senior officials in a secure room. Over the 
past four years, the analyst has been tasked with leading a 
team to piece together public and secret information to answer 
their government’s questions. Their government is extremely 
interested in foreign research that can help boost economic 
strength, and the analyst advises the officials they’ve just found 
a highly lucrative target. The analyst explains what Bune is, 
and the value is clear. The officials ‘green light’ efforts to steal 
the data needed to replicate Bune, and capitalise on it before 
anyone else. It’s agreed that the most cost-effective and low-
risk way to do this is by hacking.

At the same time, AgriCastle begins the lengthy process of 
engaging with primary producers and government to launch the 
first industry roll-out of Bune. As an Australian invention, Bune 
will be made available exclusively to Australian farmers. Due 
to expected macroeconomic, trade and public health benefits, 
government initiatives encourage the transition to Bune by 
subsidising certain supply costs. Farmers across the country 
are preparing to switch over to Bune in coming seasons, and 
global media picks up on the exciting emergence of what are 
predicted to be record high yields, trade, export and productivity 
across the sector.

Six months before Bune is rolled out, a foreign nation announces 
a breakthrough development that’s promised to reward their 
farmers with the world’s highest and healthiest wheat yields. 
The foreign nation boasts that their researchers have developed 
a strain of wheat proven to outperform any in the open market, 
and have patents and competitive restrictions in place. Global 
interest spikes with the promise of healthier and cheaper 
produce, and trade deals are brokered to access an emerging 
leader in lower-cost alternatives.

Top three cyber threat scenarios

Agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
face a range of cyber security threats 
and risks. They experience these risks 
differently, but they affect all three 
sectors in one way or another. Below is 
a set of example cyber threat scenarios 
that describe the ways in which cyber 
attacks could impact them. 

 Adversary  
 Nation state

 Motivated by  
 Nation state

 Compromises 
 Research and development data

 Causing 
  Foreign competitors to capitalise 

on breakthrough products ahead 
Australian sectors  

  Resulting in 
Loss of competitive edge and 
market share

The impact is felt nationally as political tensions rise over the 
matter. The foreign nation categorically refutes any wrongdoing, 
admonishes Australia’s calls for an inquiry, and threatens tighter 
trade restrictions. Primary producers have lost out, and the pain 
is worsened when investigations find that IP theft did occur after 
a single, well-crafted phishing email convinced an AgriCastle 
employee to click a malicious link.    
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Data manipulation by a hacktivist to damage the sector’s reputation

In this fictitious scenario, we meet a young hacker from New 
South Wales. The hacker has a strong affinity for an ideological 
movement opposed to animal product processing. As they 
become more involved with the movement, they decide to act.

A few hours’ drive from their suburban home, the hacker pulls 
over on the side of a road late in the evening. A few hundred 
metres in front of them, obscured by trees, is an abattoir. 
The hacker reaches into the back seat and retrieves a drone. 
With the flick of a switch, it whizzes to life and whirrs above 
the tree line, providing an unobscured view of the building via 
remote control. The hacker flies the drone towards the abattoir, 
recording footage in the hope of finding something controversial. 
Circling the facility, the hacker finds nothing, but notices an 
administration building with an open window on the ground 
floor. The hacker lowers the drone and sees a row of computers 
inside, unlocked and unattended.

The hacker flies the drone back to their car. Undetected 
and feeling bold, they pack the drone away and plan. The 
facility is fenced, but no guards are at the gate, and the 
administration building is accessible via a ground floor 
window. Most importantly, there are computers left unlocked 
– and to the hacker, these unsecured computers are worth 
their weight in gold.

The hacker leaves their car and moves towards the abattoir. 
They slip under the vehicle gate and approach the open window. 
Climbing inside the unattended room, the hacker is met with 
the hum of computers, all unlocked and ready to use. The 
hacker scours the computers and quickly realises they’re used 
for quality control and recording test results for pathogens in 
animal products. Realising the potential, the hacker downloads 
remote control software on the computers. The hacker makes 
a quick exit, undetected. Driving home, they think about all the 
ways they could easily have hacked the computers remotely, 
without ever entering the building. But finding new ways to 
break into systems is precisely what hackers do. 

That night, the hacker accesses the computers using the 
remote control software they installed. They alter safety data, 
recording false positives for E. coli  in a raft of animal products 
the abattoir produces. They publish the falsified records in the 
system and wait.

The following week, overseas media outlets spotlight 
Australian beef as a source of E. coli . Across the globe, 
departments of agriculture and food safety release 

statements confirming dozens of shipments of Australian 
beef have been rejected after abattoir safety tests reported 
the presence of E. coli within them. Overnight, domestic beef 
purchases drop by 3%. International sales drop by 5%. Social 
media dominates opinion, with campaigns highly critical of 
beef farmers across the country. The New South Wales state 
regulator steps in to investigate eight separate farms and 
feedlots that supposedly provided the infected beef, requiring 
them to individually examine tens of thousands of head of 
cattle, and implement rigorous cautionary containment 
measures. Abattoirs suspend purchases from the impacted 
farms and feedlots. The cost is so severe that many of the 
impacted businesses are forced to close. 

More than two years later, authorities release a report on the 
incident, finding that the false positive readings were likely the 
result of a cyber attack, but the systems didn’t have logging to 
identify how it occurred. The report finds that remote control 
software may have somehow entered the system, and that 
basic cyber security controls would have prevented the hack 
from ever occurring.

Supply chain attack by cyber criminals to hold farmers to ransom

In this fictitious scenario, hundreds of farmers wake in the 
morning and prepare for the day ahead. These farmers are 
located across the country, and produce completely different 
things – some fruit and nuts, others grains and crops. However, 
they all have something in common: they rely on popular 
smart farm systems developed by the same tech company, 
SensorFarm.

SensorFarm’s systems are common and are used widely by 
primary producers to do many things. In some farms, they 
monitor soil moisture and chemical levels, automatically 
watering when needed. In others, they robotically harvest 
fruit and weed between rows. Some of SensorFarm’s tractor 
attachments make precision agriculture simple, planting 
efficiently to maximise yields. But like our farmers in this 
scenario, SensorFarm’s systems all have something in common: 
they’re all connected to the internet to download updates.  

Overnight, a syndicate of hackers – spread just as widely as our 
farmers – came together for a common cause. The leader of 
their syndicate announces they have an opportunity to make a 
lot of money. Weeks prior, a few syndicate members managed 
to hack an unsecured network SensorFarm owns. The hackers 
found the default settings on SensorFarm systems were not 
secure, meaning that unless they reviewed and changed the 
settings, most farmers were running SensorFarm systems that 
the cyber criminals could now control. The hackers come up with 
a plan, and it’s quite simple. They will use their unauthorised 
control to lock all SensorFarm systems across the world, and 
demand SensorFarm pay a ransom to unlock them. If they 
refuse, they’ll ask the farmers to pay instead.

As the farmers start their day, they’re met with confusion. 
None of their SensorFarm systems are working. Phone calls to 
SensorFarm go unanswered, with a recorded message stating 
unexpected call volumes are delaying customer support. Forced 
to use manual methods, many farmers are faced with the reality 
that they do not have the capacity to harvest their produce, with 
some expecting to lose up to 50% of their yield. Other farmers 
who rely on SensorFarm tractor attachments for planting have 
to choose between waiting for the problem to be fixed (and risk 
missing the planting window), or reverting to manual methods, 
which would decrease their yield. Some farmers only realise 
later that their crops were not being watered, and that a massive 
rescue effort is required to avert major loss.

 Adversary  
 Cyber criminal

 Motivated by  
 Financial gain 

 Compromises 
 Operational smart farm systems

 Causing 
  Outages to operational systems, 

smart farm technology, sensors 
and equipment 

  Resulting in 
Widespread disruption to farm 
operations and decreased yields

 Adversary  
 Hacktivist 

 Motivated by  
 Ideology

 Compromises 
 Animal welfare monitoring data

 Causing 
  False alarms that cattle have foot 

and mouth disease

  Resulting in 
Severe response costs, trade 
losses, loss of public trust and 
economic disadvantage

As the weeks pass, SensorFarm’s systems are still down. A 
media statement from SensorFarm’s CEO confirms they’d 
suffered a cyber attack, and were working to fix it. SensorFarm 
offers farmers free repairs if hacked units are brought in to 
major city outlets, but backlogs mean repairs may take up to 
three months. Journalists later reveal that SensorFarm refused 
to pay a significant ransom demand for which they did not have 
insurance.

About the same time, many farmers hit by the attack receive 
threatening emails claiming to be from the hackers responsible. 
The hackers are demanding each farmer pay tens of thousands 
of dollars in cryptocurrency to restore their SensorFarm 
systems. Across the country, farmers who have already lost a lot 
are forced to consider paying to prevent losing more. As more 
is learned about the hack, it’s found that farmers who applied 
basic cyber security settings on SensorFarm devices were 
immune to the attack. 
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The AgriFutures Australia Cyber Security Survey ran for the 
duration of the research period for this report. It posed a 
range of questions regarding the adoption of controls and 
respondents’ view of the cyber security risk environment. One 
question asked how confident they were in their understanding 
of cyber security for themselves and their business.

The average response was 3.47 out of 5. Despite this reasonably 
high confidence in understanding what cyber security means 
for respondents and their businesses, organisations that 
responded to the questionnaire and those we consulted with 
while conducting this research had not adopted comprehensive 
cyber security controls across their businesses. This could 
indicate that this level of confidence may be misguided due to 
a low level of understanding as to what needs to be considered 
in cyber security. Key research findings are detailed in the 
following sections of this report. 

People security

Most cyber security-related threats and incidents are brought 
about by the things people do (or don’t do). Whether intentional 
or not, this can cause considerable disruption to the business, 
raise human resource (HR) implications (in some cases involving 

law enforcement and legal measures), and can be very costly to 
the business, with time, effort and money spent to remediate 
the problem. Good hiring practices, strong policies and training 
programs, access control, and monitoring can prevent many of 
these issues. 

Key findings in the people security domain are: 

•  Only one-third of respondents had adopted formalised HR 
security controls. The most commonly adopted security 
controls are background checks and briefing new employees 
on information protection during induction. 

•  Comparatively, formalised cyber security training or 
awareness is rarely conducted.

•  Access provisioning is a standard element of the on-boarding 
process where HR controls are formalised.  

Section Cyber security control adoption4
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Figure 5. Uptake of formal human resource security controls among survey respondents, and the types of controls adopted.

Figure 6. Types of traditional technical and procedural security controls and their uptake among survey respondents.
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Technology security

Technologies can be implemented and maintained with good 
security practices to better reduce cyber threat risks. There 
are also technologies that ‘block’ potential cyber attacks from 
entering organisations, in effect ‘protecting’ them from the 
various criminals who launch daily attacks on the internet. A 
cyber attack can come in the form of a malicious email, hacked 
Facebook account, stolen financial details or ransomware 
attack that locks the user out of their device. 

Key findings in the technology security domain are: 

•  The uptake of technical security controls is reasonably high. 
This is common and what we would expect to see. Technology 
implementation is an easy and cheap way for businesses to 
feel they have implemented security.

•  The uptake of procedural controls necessary to support 
technical measures is less common. Only 26% of 
respondents had up-to-date and complete asset registers, 
while just over half of them change default passwords.

The diagrams in Figure 6 demonstrate the uptake of traditional 
technical security controls, such as application and operating 
system patching, antivirus software, backup and multi-factor 
authentication.

Policies and processes

An organisation’s cyber security strategy and its governance 
are important as they set the tone for security and ensure the 
implemented security requirements are effective. Policies and 
procedures are important for organisations – they ensure a 
consistent and managed approach to conducting activities, 
especially where business continuity plans have had to be 
enacted, or where the person typically tasked with an activity is 
not available to complete it.

Key findings in the security process domain are: 

•  Only one-quarter of respondents have formalised policies 
and procedures. This implies most survey respondents 
have not defined their cyber security objectives, priorities 
or approach to handling a cyber security incident or issue 
should it occur.

•  Where policies and procedures are formalised, the most 
common is a disaster recovery plan.

•  Organisations are sharing data at an unprecedented rate, 
which is of massive benefit to their industries and their 
peers, however in doing so, they’re not protecting themselves 
or their right to data ownership. 

•  This lack of policy adoption means supply chain risks are 
largely unrecognised and unmanaged.

The top three policies and processes currently adopted in 
industry are:

1. Disaster recovery plan

2. IT/cyber security policy

3. Information and system security classification 

Having formalised policies and processes that detail how you 
are managing your environment is an important element of 
ensuring the resilience of your business. The case study on the 
next page details an example where process let system users 
down and exposed them to a potential data breach.

Cyber security risk management

The purpose of most cyber security programs is to enable the 
management of cyber security threats and risk. It is important 
for organisations to understand their cyber security risk 
and potential exposure areas so as to most cost effectively 
implement and manage cyber security controls. Without this 
level of visibility, it’s likely businesses will under-invest in 
managing those risks, invest in the wrong areas, or, on rare 
occasions, over-invest.

Key findings in the security risk management domain are: 

•  Only 16% of respondents have a structured approach to 
managing cyber security risks.

•  A variety of industry-specific technology has been adopted, 
with limited understanding or comprehension of the risks 
associated with adopting these new technologies. This 
increases the likelihood the organisation will experience a 
cyber security attack.

•  Technology is being rapidly adopted in the sectors without 
proper process, understanding of the business reliance on 
that technology, or consideration of the cyber security risks 
and vulnerabilities being introduced into the business.

Cyber security control adoption

Case study 3 Fisheries Queensland’s Fishnet Secure portal exposed publicly

Background What happened? What was the impact?

Fisheries Queensland runs an 
online portal known as Fishnet 
Secure to manage Queensland 
fishing permits, licences and 
quotas.

In January 2019, a software 
update introduced a 
vulnerability to the system that 
resulted in the data hosted 
within the Fishnet Secure portal 
being exposed publicly. Any 
portal user could log into any 
account without a password. 

The vulnerability constituted 
a data breach of sensitive and 
protected information. Businesses 
within the fisheries sector protect 
their fishing locations and data 
zealously, and the data breach was 
of significant concern to those 
potentially impacted. Fisheries 
Queensland commissioned an 
independent review to assure 
portal users that their data had 
not been breached or subjected to 
unauthorised access.

How do you prepare for this situation 
impacting your business?

When hosting critical systems with protected 
information, it’s important to have effective 
change control processes in place to test 
changes before they are deployed. In addition, 
systems such as these require comprehensive 
logging and monitoring of access and 
changes made. 
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Cyber security incidents

All organisations will at some point experience some form 
of cyber attack, whether it’s a relatively unsophisticated 
email attempting to launch a virus onto their computers, or 
a sophisticated targeted attack trying to steal information or 
disrupt their business. Detecting these attacks is vital, as it can 
be the difference between having no impact on the business, 
if found and dealt with quickly, and being devastating to the 
business, with large financial impact, reputational damage or 
worse.

Key findings in the cyber security incidents domain are: 

•  Despite 11% of respondents reporting a cyber security 
incident, ability to/knowledge about where to seek help 
remains reasonably low.

•  Incidents experienced and reported through the survey 
included:

 – Payment redirection fraud.

 – Phishing.

 – Denial of service.

 – Data breach via a third party.

•  16% of respondents had a formalised incident response 
plan, and 18% were confident they knew who to contact for 
support during a cyber security incident. This indicates low 
uptake in the sectors for planning for a cyber security crisis. 

•  Respondents that indicated they had suffered a cyber 
security incident were only partially confident they had the 
right contacts to manage an incident.

•  There is an unknown element here as well, as the most 
devastating incidents are usually very difficult to detect, e.g. 
theft of intellectual property is not something that hackers 
want us to know about. The processes required to detect and 
deal with this type of attack are missing within the sectors.

Cyber security control adoption
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Figure 7. Percentage of survey respondents who had completed a cyber security risk assessment; percentage of survey respondents who had completed 
a cyber security risk assessment for specific agtech.

Figure 8. Percentage of survey respondents who had suffered a cyber incident; Level of preparedness for a cyber incident among survey respondents.



All organisations will at some point 
experience some form of cyber attack, 
whether it’s a relatively unsophisticated 
email attempting to launch a virus onto 
their computers, or a sophisticated 
targeted attack trying to steal information 
or disrupt their business. 

Cyber security control adoption
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Cyber security as a field of study dates back to the 1970s, 
though the ability to attack computer and telephone systems 
was recorded as early as the 1940s. Understanding network 
vulnerabilities and how to secure them has been researched with 
increasing depth over the past 50 years. There has therefore 
been a considerable amount of effort and research conducted 
that can be used to support cyber security resilience uplift in 
the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors. This section of 
the report examines the lessons that can be taken from both 
Australian cyber security frameworks and standards, and those 
commonly adopted internationally.

5.1. Australian cyber security frameworks

Australian organisations and the Australian Government 
are increasingly recognising the risks associated with cyber 
security. In critical infrastructure sectors in particular, 
frameworks and legislative requirements have been developed 
to guide and support businesses in implementing cyber 
security controls. 

The development of sector-specific cyber security frameworks 
has involved considerable industry consultation. These 
frameworks can provide the agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
sectors with guidance, and can be used to derive security 
practices that may be appropriate. These frameworks have 
been analysed to inform the recommendations made in 
Section 6 of this report. 

Table 3 summarises these frameworks and what can be 
considered useful for the sectors.

5.2. International outlook

The Australian frameworks discussed in the previous section 
find their roots in the international standards expanded upon 
on page 47. There are a number of international cyber security 
standards and frameworks that can be considered by the 
agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors, particularly those 
seeking to implement the Level 3 recommendations made 
within this report.  

Table 4 summarises these standards and their strength areas. 

Section Lessons learned5

Framework What is it? How is it useful?

Australian 
Energy Sector 
Cyber Security 
Framework 
(AESCSF)

The AESCSF is a cyber security 
capability maturity model that has 
been developed and tailored for 
the Australian energy sector. It is 
anticipated there will be a legislative 
requirement for energy sector 
organisations to comply with the 
AESCSF. 

Elements of the AESCSF methodology that are useful for 
agriculture, fisheries and forestry are: 

•  Security control requirements structured around three levels 
based on operational criticality. 

•  Clearly articulated control requirements aligned with 
international standards and better practice.

Australian 
Prudential 
Regulation 
Authority (APRA) 
Prudential 
Standard CPS 
234

APRA’s CPS 234 is a cyber security 
standard that ensures APRA-
regulated entities have implemented 
sufficient information security 
protections. It is a legislative 
requirement for organisations in the 
sector to comply with the standard.

Elements of CPS 234 that are useful for agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry are: 

•  Information security is recognised as a business risk, rather 
than an IT problem.

•  Control requirements are based on the threat environment 
relevant to the organisation, rather than a blanket rule.

Australian 
Government 
Information 
Security Manual 
(ISM)

The ISM is a manual and guidance 
tool widely used by many 
organisations across various 
industries and sectors. The use of the 
ISM is not mandatory for any sector. 

Elements of the ISM that are useful for agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry are: 

•  The Australian Government has provided a number of tools to 
support organisations in understanding their security posture 
and implementing the ISM. 

Australian 
Signals 
Directorate 
Essential 8 (ASD 
E8)

The ASD E8 is a prioritised list 
of eight ISM controls that make 
it harder for adversaries to 
compromise systems. The ASD E8 is 
not mandatory for any sector. 

Elements of the ASD E8 that are useful for agriculture, fisheries 
and forestry are: 

•  The ASD E8 is designed to make it harder to compromise 
systems. Accordingly, the majority of the ASD E8 are reflected 
in the recommendations made in this report. Only ‘Application 
Control’ is not reflected as it can prove very complex to 
implement for businesses.  

Queensland 
Government 
IS18:2018 (IS18)

IS18 is a directive for Queensland 
Government departments and 
agencies to implement minimum 
security controls.

Elements of IS18 that are useful for agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry are: 

•  The Queensland Government has provided a number of tools 
that can be used and adopted when implementing security 
controls. 

South Australian 
Cyber Security 
Framework 
(SACSF)

The SACSF is a whole-of-government 
approach designed to ensure cyber 
security is adequately managed, 
while ensuring adequate flexibility 
in the way each organisation 
specifically addresses the policies.

Elements of the SACSF that are useful for agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry are: 

•  Information security is recognised as a business risk, rather 
than an IT problem.

•  Control requirements are based on the threat environment 
relevant to the organisation, rather than being a blanket rule.

Table 3 
Australian cyber security frameworks and how they are useful for the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors.
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Framework What is it? Who is it most suited to?

National 
Institute of 
Standards and 
Technology 
(NIST) Cyber 
Security 
Framework (CSF)

The NIST CSF was designed for the 
critical infrastructure sector in the 
US to help organisations manage 
their cyber security risks.

NIST is most applicable for organisations with IT and Operational 
Technology (or SCADA) systems. NIST is extremely clear on the 
purpose and implementation of controls, and is a good option 
for organisations that do not have a foundational understanding 
of cyber security. The NIST CSF centres on cyber security and 
does not capture a complete set of controls across the IT process 
environment.

International 
Organisation for 
Standardisation 
(ISO) 27001:2013 
(ISO 27001)

ISO 27001 is the internationally 
recognised specification for an 
Information Security Management 
System (ISMS), and is one of the 
most popular information security 
standards.

ISO 27001 enables organisations to effectively implement an 
information security governance and leadership capability. It 
enables organisations to determine the controls relevant to their 
environment, but does require some understanding of information 
security to implement. ISO 27001 is also specifically structured 
around information security, and does not identify or require the 
implementation of other IT process controls.

Payment 
Card Industry 
Data Security 
Standard (PCI 
DSS)

PCI DSS sets the requirements for 
organisations and sellers to safely 
and securely accept, store, process 
and transmit cardholder data during 
credit card transactions to prevent 
fraud and data breaches.

PCI DSS is essential for any organisation that stores, processes 
or transmits cardholder data. Many organisations will choose to 
outsource the handling and storage of credit card data rather than 
implement the required controls themselves. Visa and MasterCard 
require merchants and service providers to be validated according 
to PCI DSS and have imposed fines internationally for non-
compliance. 

Control 
Objectives for 
Information 
and Related 
Technology 
(COBIT)

COBIT is an IT management 
framework developed by the 
Information Systems Audit and 
Control Association (ISACA) to help 
develop, organise and implement 
strategies around information 
management and governance.

COBIT is an IT processes framework that enables governance 
bodies to understand the IT process environment. COBIT extends 
beyond cyber security and into IT process controls. This is both a 
strength and a weakness, as some areas covered extensively in 
other frameworks are not covered in COBIT.

Table 4 
International cyber security frameworks and organisations they are most suited to.

Some organisations seek certification for various standards, 
while others align with multiple frameworks to meet their 
requirements. The way these frameworks are applied in 
agriculture, fisheries and forestry businesses should take their 
needs and operating models into account. 

These standards are ultimately a guide to help cover the key 
components required to manage the risks to businesses from 
cyber threats. The difference between a 12,000-hectare wheat 
farm and a barramundi hatchery means there is not a ‘one-size-
fits-all’ approach.
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5.3. Programs for agriculture, fisheries and 
forestry to leverage

5.3.1. Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy 

The purpose of this strategy is to improve the security and 
resilience of national infrastructure and services, and for all 
levels of government to work closely with industry and vendors 
to achieve required outcomes. The high-level, top-down 
approach enables various organisations to identify their key 
objectives and priorities in achieving cyber security strategies, 
plans and controls based on their threat landscape. A goal of the 
strategy is to identify the actions required to uplift businesses’ 
cyber resilience, including the sharing of threat information 
and the setting of clear role expectations to strengthen their 
cyber capability. The Australian Government plans to invest 
$1.67 billion in the strategy over a 10-year period. Some of the 
committed initiatives agriculture, fisheries and forestry will be 
able to leverage are:  

•  Extension of the cyber security helpdesk for small 
businesses and families.

•  Cyber Security Skills Partnership Innovation Fund.

•  Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) education and 
training programs.

•  Expansion of the ACSC’s support to small and medium 
enterprises.

•  Connect and Protect Program, which helps small to medium 
enterprises by providing advice and assistance from trusted 
sources. 

Further information will be circulated by the Australian 
Government as these initiatives go live.

5.3.2. Critical Infrastructure Amendment  
to the Security of Critical Infrastructure  
Act 2018

This amendment to the Security of Critical Infrastructure 
Act 2018 aims to enhance security and resilience of critical 
infrastructure assets and systems of national significance 
across a number of industry sectors. Included in the 
amendment is the categorisation of food and grocery as a 
critical infrastructure sector. This amendment defines the 
entities that are integral to the food and grocery supply chain in 
Australia. Primary producers and agriculture are not included 
in the definition of critical food and grocery providers at this 
time, however given their role in the supply chain, it would 
not be unreasonable to expect producers will be included in 
future iterations. This would help organisations that fall in that 
category, as they would be able to access additional Cyber 
Security Strategy 2020 initiatives, including the $66.5 million set 
aside for assistance to critical infrastructure providers, and the 
$10 million set aside for an expanded national cyber exercise 
program. 

5.4. Key success factors

To take advantage of national programs and effectively 
implement this report’s recommendations, six key success 
factors are required for significant cyber security (Figure 9). 

The key success factors are expanded on below: 

•  Regardless of how cyber security management is 
implemented (i.e. by a third party, a dedicated internal team 
within the organisation or self-managed), the appropriate 
experience, knowledge and skills must be obtained in order 
to effectively execute and manage cyber security capability 
within an organisation. Where internal capability does not 
allow for specific policies or documents to guide producers, 
access to the right templates can provide benefits and save 
time/effort.

•  Ensure senior executive/management commitment, support 
and decision-making for cyber security capability. According 
to a recent study involving Finnish companies, organisations 
where senior management were engaged in and prioritised 
cyber security were better prepared for cyber attacks, and 
appropriately equipped to recover from them.

•  Encourage continuous employee training and awareness. 
Consider an interactive method for performing training and 
awareness activities to increase knowledge retention, and 
consistently communicate the latest trends and approaches 
hackers are using.

•  Ensure there is an overarching cyber security strategy that 
details how the organisation will secure its assets during the 
next three to five years. Key considerations for developing an 
effective cyber security strategy include:

 –  Understanding the cyber security risk and threat 
landscape in relation to the organisation and critical 
business operations.

 –  Integrating personnel, technical security, information 
assurance and physical security.

 –  Establishing proactive monitoring to prevent and deter 
threats.

 –  Accepting that some attacks may breach defences, and 
preparing plans on this basis.

Sector-wide

Business-specific

Access to resources

Leadership support

Access to advice

Identification of goals

Access to training

Understanding of cyber security risk

Figure 9. Key success factors required for significant cyber security.
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BDO’s approach to developing recommendations for 
the agriculture, fisheries and forestry sectors is based 
on producers’ approach to managing their technology. 
Skills or experience in, and management approach to, 
the technology environment must be considered to 
ensure recommendations are fit for purpose.

Traditionally, cyber security control implementation is based on 
risk assessment. Given the limited uptake of risk assessment in 
the sectors, we have instead approached the recommendations 
based on a baseline for the relevant technology management 
approach. This takes into consideration the most common threat 
exposure points for organisations while using those approaches. 

The recommendations made at each control complexity 
level may be valid and useful for organisations using 
any management approach, and should be reviewed to 
understand not only what controls the business has in place, 
but the direction in which it intends to steer its operations. 
Organisations should review the recommendations across all 
three levels and select the controls that make the most sense for 
their environment and context. Where it is unclear what decision 
is right, businesses should find and engage with a trusted 
supplier to support them in their cyber security journey. 

Section Recommendations6

The following sections detail each approach, 
and the people, process and technology 
controls recommended as a baseline. 

The core tenets of each approach are defined in the diagram below. 

Self-managed Third party Internal capability

58%

32%

11%

Figure 10. Agriculture, fisheries and forestry producers’ approach to 
managing technology.

Self-managed
Embed the cyber security basics 
across the business to enable 
cyber resilience. Get the basics 
right to provide the business 
owner confidence.

Embed cyber security 
controls through an 
experienced third-party IT 
provider. Enable confidence 
in cyber resilience through 
effective management and 
reporting from third parties.

Embed cyber security 
capabilities aligned with the 
internal risk management 
approach. Enable confidence 
in cyber resilience through 
validation and assurance of 
the implemented information 
security controls.

Third-party managed Internally managed

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Controls complexity
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Self-managed refers to businesses, including sole traders, 
that self-manage their technology without external support 
or technical expertise, e.g. there are one or two computers, 
a mobile phone, and some basic technology such as the use 
of certain IT applications to run the business. Self-managed 
businesses will need to have the basics right to enable cyber 

Element Reference What? Why?

People A self-managed environment may not need formalised people management processes. If a variety of staff 
access your information, but you self-manage the technology, you may wish to consider TP1, detailed in the 
next section.

Process SM1 Think about your cyber 
security fears or challenges 
and what you’d like to 
do to overcome them. 
Document your thinking 
in an information security 
document or policy.

Understanding what cyber security means to you and 
your business enables you to set your priorities. Setting 
your priorities enables you to make smarter investment 
decisions when making operational changes, and 
demonstrates that you have some (informal) cyber security 
risk management thinking backing your business.  

SM2 Think about what would 
happen if there were a 
technical failure or cyber 
security attack, and you 
couldn’t use the information 
or technology. Document 
what you would do, who you 
would need to contact and 
how you would act in a crisis 
management plan.

You don’t want to get caught in a disaster and not know 
how to respond. Whether that disaster is a system failure 
or a cyber attack, it is one of the most stressful events a 
business can experience. You don’t want to be thinking on 
your feet during the stress of a disaster. If you have a plan, 
you already know wh at to do, who to contact, and how 
to act. You can focus on managing the business impact 
while your trusted service provider or advisor handles the 
technical issues.

SM3 Identify the important 
and sensitive information, 
technology (physical 
devices) and software/
applications you use in your 
business. Document the 
devices and systems in an 
asset register.

How can you protect information or technology you don’t 
know exists? Your asset register should detail what 
the asset is, where it is, whether the most important 
information for your business is secure, whether key 
devices or systems are updating automatically or not, and 
any other information you want recorded. With an asset 
register, you can better manage your critical information 
and technology, and more easily understand the 
operational impact if you do suffer a cyber attack. 

Table 5 
Recommendations for embedding controls in businesses that self-manage their cyber security.

Self-managed

resilience. A business owner doesn’t need to be a cyber security 
expert to embed these basics in their environment. 

Tables 5 summarises the recommendations for embedding 
cyber security controls across people, process and technology 
elements for this management type. 

Element Reference What? Why?

Technology SM4 Turn on automatic software 
and application updates.

Software and applications are regularly updated by 
vendors as security and other issues are recognised. 
Turning on automatic updates means less effort for the 
user and reduces the risk of vulnerable software and 
systems within the business.

SM5 Purchase and deploy an 
anti-malware solution.

Anti-malware solutions scan, identify and destroy known 
malicious software on devices. They are an important 
way of protecting your privacy and documents from virus/
malware attack.

SM6 Back up important 
information to a device that 
can be removed and stored 
separately to the computer 
and/or the cloud. 

An important element of cyber resilience is the ability to 
restore critical information if an attack does occur. Having 
backups of important data stored separately from the 
device will enable you to retain access to your important 
information if your system is ransomed. Cloud backups are 
a simple way of ensuring data is stored separately and will 
remain accessible. 

SM7 Enable multi-factor 
authentication (MFA) on 
your accounts, i.e. using 
a PIN or other means of 
ensuring it’s you who is 
accessing your accounts 
and not someone else trying 
to break in.

MFA on your email, social media and other accounts 
reduces the likelihood that someone who has your email 
address and password can log into your accounts and steal 
your information or pretend to be you. We use this type of 
security when we use online banking. It’s an easy but very 
effective way to stop hackers getting access to your online 
accounts.

SM8 Enable the hard drive 
encryption that is provided 
as standard through your 
computer or device’s 
operating system.

If your computer or other device is stolen and not 
encrypted, people can access the information stored on the 
device. This may result in a breach of Australian privacy law 
in cases where you have information about your customers 
and staff. With encryption, it becomes considerably harder 
for someone who has stolen the device to use it or your 
information. It could be the difference between a data 
breach you have to inform your staff, customers and the 
Privacy Commissioner about, versus a lost/stolen laptop 
that can be replaced. 

SM9 Purchase and deploy a 
password manager.

Password managers help protect your personal and 
professional information. They are used to store and create 
passwords; they enable you to produce strong passwords 
without having to remember what they are. Password reuse 
allows hackers to access any account for which you use 
the same email and password after an account has been 
breached. You can find out whether your email has been 
breached by searching for your email account at the Have I 
Been Pwned website (https://haveibeenpwned.com/). 
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Third-party managed refers to businesses that have engaged 
an external (third party) IT specialist to deploy and manage 
their information networks and embed their security controls. 
The complexity at this level comes from knowing what to ask 
for, rather than having technical know-how. Businesses that 
use this management type need the know-how to choose the 

Element Reference What? Why?

People TP1 Define formalised 
HR requirements, 
including information 
protection 
requirements during 
induction and end-of-
employment security 
reminders.

Formalised people management processes can ensure cyber security 
considerations (such as information protection during induction) are 
embedded as part of standard on-boarding and off-boarding processes. 
These processes formally identify how you wish to address information 
security throughout the employee lifecycle (e.g. ad hoc training or 
awareness activities as incidents occur; or police background checks for 
new staff who have access to sensitive or financial information about 
your business).

Process TP2 Define an IT/cyber 
security policy with 
clear roles and 
responsibilities.

Staff cannot be expected to understand the organisation’s security 
priorities and objectives unless they are clearly articulated. Defining 
these priorities – along with the roles with responsibilities across 
the organisation required to deliver them – removes doubt. This also 
provides clarity regarding decision-making and the monitoring of cyber 
security risk via the organisation’s governance function.

TP3 Define an acceptable 
use policy with clear 
accountabilities 
and responsibilities 
for the protection 
of information and 
technology.

An acceptable use policy makes expectations about the use of the 
organisation’s technology abundantly clear to staff. The policy also 
sets clear boundaries so you can identify instances of misuse that may 
require risk management.

TP4 Define a cyber security 
standard detailing your 
security requirements 
(e.g. access control, 
configuration 
management).

The cyber security requirements you identify will be delivered through 
your third-party provider and should be embedded in your contract with 
them. The policy demonstrates you understand your environment and 
the security controls you rely on.

TP5 Define a risk 
assessment procedure 
with cyber security 
considerations.

Cyber security risk identification, treatment and management is 
becoming increasingly critical for the agriculture, fisheries and forestry 
sectors. The risk assessment procedure should be used to identify cyber 
security risk for all critical systems, when procuring new technology, 
developing new projects or deploying changes. Risk assessments and 
associated treatment plans should be reviewed and refreshed annually, 
and following any cyber security incident.

Table 6 
Recommendations for embedding controls in businesses that have a third party manage their cyber security.

Third-party managed

right service; a clear contract or agreement in place with the 
third party; and clear reporting to ensure technology within their 
environments is appropriately managed. Table 6 summarises 
the recommendations for embedding cyber security controls 
across people, process and technology elements for this 
management type. 

Element Reference What? Why?

Process TP6 Define an incident response plan. You don’t want to be caught in a cyber security 
incident and not know how to respond. An 
incident response plan provides guidance for 
security and technology incident management. 
This incident response plan should identify the 
process for managing an incident, and the clear 
responsibilities of both your organisation and your 
third-party provider.

TP7 Define a business continuity plan. A business continuity plan sets out how to enable 
resilient business processes should an outage or 
continuity event occur (e.g. a global pandemic). 
The business continuity plan should identify the 
continuity strategy if systems are unavailable, 
the backup schedule for critical information, and 
disaster recovery processes and priorities.

TP8 Define an information and system 
classification procedure, including protection 
requirements.

All too often, businesses don’t realise the value of 
their data, and share it without considering what 
sharing could mean. Understanding your data 
and information is an important element of being 
able to protect it appropriately. By implementing 
classification, you can identify the risk to that 
information and the basic controls that need to 
be implemented to protect it. The more sensitive 
the data is, the greater the security protections in 
place should be.

Technology TP9 Review your IT service management 
agreement and ensure the requirement and 
responsibilities for the following are included: 

•  Software and application patch 
management*

•  Device configuration and hardening*

• Antivirus software*

• Backup*

•  Role-based access control, including 
privileged access^

•  Password complexity requirements^

•  Multi-factor authentication*

•  Asset register management*

•  Network segmentation^

•  Event logging and monitoring^

•  Vulnerability scanning#

• Incident reporting*

• Incident detection processes*

• Change management*

* The activity is of the highest benefit to 
organisations.

^ The activity is strongly recommended. 

# The activity is recommended, but is optional. 

In addition, any action the service provider takes 
should be approved by you or someone in your 
organisation, and privileged actions logged 
and monitored by the third party for unusual 
behaviour. If the service provider cannot offer you 
this assurance, you may wish to consider what 
this means for their own internal security, and the 
potential for impact on your environment. 

Finally, you should hold regular vendor 
management meetings to ensure clear 
communication between your organisation 
and the service provider. These should include 
reviewing and identifying compliance with your 
contractual requirements and service level 
agreements.
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Internally managed refers to businesses that have an internal 
IT and/or cyber security specialist to deploy and manage their 
information networks. Internally managed businesses are 
typically larger in size, and should align their cyber security 
programs to internal risk management approaches. These 

Element Reference What? Why?

People IM1 Implement formal HR 
security processes (e.g. 
background checks, 
information protection during 
induction).

HR is typically the most developed and best documented security 
control area in businesses, as background and reference checks 
have become increasingly common. It is important to ensure 
processes include all relevant security controls to manage your 
risk.

IM2 Implement a cyber security 
training and awareness 
program.

Simple human error accounts for most cyber security 
incidents reported to the Office of the Australian Information 
Commissioner (OAIC). Ensuring staff are suitably trained to 
recognise common cyber security attacks or a cyber security 
breach and report them without delay is critical to ensuring the 
protection of your organisation’s information. 

Process IM3 Identify a cyber security 
standard (e.g. ISO 27001, NIST 
CSF) to which you will align 
your cyber security program. 
Analyse the framework 
to identify the relevant 
controls and ascertain the 
approach your organisation 
will take to implementing 
them. Develop the relevant 
policies and procedures 
required to support controls 
implementation.

As organisations become larger and more complex, it is nearly 
impossible to provide a ‘cookie cutter’ approach to controls 
requirements and policy development. The policy framework 
must be fit-for-purpose and structured to address the 
organisation’s unique requirements. International cyber security 
standards can provide a core framework to use as a foundation, 
however the ultimate decision about which controls to adopt – 
and the policy requirements to support them – should be made 
based on your unique environment and risk assessment. With 
the right framework in place, you should be able to explain which 
controls your program relies on and why.

IM4 Define an information 
security assurance plan.

With a comprehensive understanding of your control 
environment, you need to be sure you understand and can 
communicate the effectiveness of the controls you have 
implemented. An assurance plan should be designed based on 
your critical controls and your security program’s objectives. 

Table 7 
Recommendations for embedding controls in businesses that internally manage their cyber security.

Internally managed

programs should be structured to identify key controls, and test 
them to ensure they are effective. 

Table 7 summarises the recommendations for embedding 
cyber security controls across people, process and technology 
elements for this management type.

Element Reference What? Why?

Technology IM5 Technology requirements will vary based on 
the risk assessments you conduct during 
procurement, and your needs based on 
the controls identified for implementation. 
Consideration should be given to:

• Vulnerability management

• Penetration testing

• Antivirus software

• Backup and disaster recovery

•  Identity and access management/
privileged access management

• Network architecture and design

•  Network and email filtering and 
monitoring

• Device configuration and hardening

• Event logging and monitoring

The technology used in an organisation is 
important. If you don’t consider your vendor or 
piece of technology carefully, you can experience 
huge impacts and loss of productivity if it 
fails. Technology implementation in complex 
environments requires careful consideration and 
assessment. 

As technology adoption increases, the reliance 
on that product or solution also increases. It’s 
important to have plans in place to ensure the 
processes the technology supports are resilient 
should the technology become unavailable or 
unreliable. 

Your organisation holds and creates a 
considerable amount of important information. 
You entrust your technology providers and the rest 
of your supply chain with hosting, and sometimes 
accessing, this data. You need to understand 
your technology and supply chain risks in order to 
protect your information.
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Key terms and definitions

National comparable risks and frameworks

Selected national cyber security frameworks are listed below.

Section Glossary7

Term Description

Corporate espionage Corporate espionage is the practice of using espionage techniques for commercial or financial 
processes. Examples include: 

• Trespassing on a competitor’s property, or accessing their files without permission.

•  Posing as a competitor’s employee in order to learn company trade secrets or other sensitive 
information.

• Hacking into a competitor’s computers.

Crisis management Crisis management is the application of strategies designed to help an organisation deal with a 
sudden and significant negative event. A crisis management plan can be created to help deal with a 
sudden event, and can help the business recover more quickly.

Data breach A data breach occurs when personal information is accessed, disclosed without authorisation, or 
lost.

Denial of service attack A denial of service (DoS) attack is an attack that is meant to shut down a machine or network, 
making it inaccessible. A DoS attack’s primary focus is to oversaturate the capacity of a targeted 
machine, resulting in a denial of service to additional requests.

Intellectual property Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind, such as inventions, designs, symbols, 
names and images used in commerce. IP is protected in law by, for example, patents, copyright and 
trademarks, which enable people to earn recognition or financial benefit from what they create or 
invent.

Internet of Things Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the billions of physical devices around the world that are now 
connected to the internet, all collecting and sharing data. An example of an IoT device is any object 
that is able to connect to the internet, such as a drone that is used to gather data and relay it back 
to an application. 

Nation state threat actor A nation state threat actor is a government-sponsored group that forcefully targets and gains illicit 
access to the networks of other governments or to industry groups to steal, damage or change 
information.

Penetration testing A penetration test (also known as a pen test) is a simulated cyber attack against computer systems 
to check for exploitable vulnerabilities. If any weaknesses are found, recommendations are made to 
increase network security.

Personally identifiable 
information

Personally identifiable information (PII) is any data that can be used to identify a specific individual. 
PII includes email addresses, phone numbers, IP addresses and social media posts. 

Phishing attack Phishing is a cyber attack that uses a disguised email as a weapon. The goal is to trick the email 
recipient into believing the message is something they want or need (e.g. a request from their bank 
with an attachment, or a link to click). 

Ransomware attack Ransomware is a form of malware that encrypts a victim’s files. The attacker demands a ransom 
from the victim to restore access to the data upon payment. A ransomware attack can occur if a 
user falls victim to a phishing attack that gives the hacker access to the organisation’s network.

Standard Summary

Australian Energy 
Sector Cyber Security 
Framework (AESCSF)

The Australian Energy Cyber Security Framework (AESCSF) is a cyber security framework adopted 
in the energy sector. It has various requirements that are recommended for organisations based on 
their criticality to the Australian energy sector. The framework is not currently mandatory, however is 
in the process of being mandated via legislation. 

Australian Prudential 
Regulation Authority 
(APRA) Prudential 
Standard CPS 234

The APRA Prudential Standard CPS 234 aims to ensure that an APRA-regulated entity takes 
measures to ensure resilience against information security incidents (including cyber attacks) 
by maintaining an information security capability commensurate with information security 
vulnerabilities and threats.  

Australian Government 
Information Security 
Manual (ISM)

The purpose of the ISM is to outline a cyber security framework that organisations can apply, using 
their risk management framework, to protect their systems and information from cyber threats. 

Australian Signals 
Directorate Essential 8 
(ASD E8)

The ASD E8 is a series of baseline mitigation strategies taken from the ‘Strategies to Mitigate Cyber 
Security Incidents’ that are recommended for organisations. Implementing these strategies as a 
minimum makes it much harder for adversaries to compromise systems.

Queensland 
Government’s IS18:2018

The IS18:2018 standard sets out five policy requirements that together aim to ensure entities 
are applying a consistent, risk-based approach to maintaining the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information for which they are responsible.

New South Wales Cyber 
Security Policy

The NSW Cyber Security Policy helps organisations strengthen their cyber security governance and 
controls. In addition, this policy works across government to enable sharing of security and threat 
intelligence and a whole-of-government approach to cyber incident response.  

South Australian Cyber 
Security Framework 
(SACSF)

The SACSF is a Cabinet-approved, whole-of-government approach designed to ensure cyber 
security is adequately managed, while ensuring there is adequate flexibility in the way each 
organisation specifically addresses the policies. 

Term Description

Sabotage Sabotage is a deliberate and malicious act that results in the disruption of normal processes and 
functions, or the destruction or damage of equipment and information.

Wi-Fi Wi-Fi is a wireless networking technology that enables devices such as computers, mobile phones 
and others to interface with the internet.

Vulnerability scanning Vulnerability scanning is a program designed to assess computers, networks and applications for 
known weaknesses that could expose them to attacks.
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Selected national cyber security programs are listed below.

Program Summary

Australian Cyber Security 
Strategy 2020

The Australian Cyber Security Strategy is a plan of action designed to improve the security and 
resilience of national infrastructure and services. It is a high-level, top-down approach to cyber 
security that establishes national objectives and priorities that should be achieved in a specific 
timeframe.

Australasian Information 
Security Evaluation 
Program (AISEP)

The AISEP evaluates and certifies products to provide a level of assurance in their security 
functionality in order to protect systems and information against cyber threats. These evaluation 
activities are certified by the Australasian Certification Authority (ACA).

Critical Infrastructure 
Amendment to the 
Security of Critical 
Infrastructure Act 2018

The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security has commenced a review into the 
Security Legislation Amendment (Critical Infrastructure) Bill 2020. This Bill amends and builds on 
the existing Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 to enhance the security and resilience of 
critical infrastructure assets and systems of national significance. This Bill seeks to achieve this 
expansion by:

•  Identifying critical infrastructure assets across 11 industry sectors (increased from the current 
four).

•  Establishing positive security obligations for critical infrastructure assets, including a risk 
management project and mandatory cyber security incident reporting.

•  Introducing enhanced cyber security obligations to ensure government and industry can work 
collaboratively to strengthen cyber preparedness and resilience of entities that operate assets of 
the highest criticality to Australia’s national interests.

•  Providing Government with the necessary and proportionate powers to be exercised as a last 
resort in circumstances where a cyber security incident has, is, or is likely to impact a critical 
infrastructure asset and Australia’s national interest.

International standards

Standard Description

National Institute 
of Standards and 
Technology Framework 
(NIST) Cyber Security 
Framework (CSF)

The NIST CSF was designed for the critical infrastructure sector in the US, and integrates industry 
standards and best practice to help organisations manage their cyber security risks. The framework 
helps organisations understand their cyber security risks (threats, vulnerabilities and impacts), 
and how to reduce them using customised measures applicable to the organisation. It also helps 
organisations respond to and recover from cyber security incidents, prompting root-cause analysis 
and continuous ‘lessons learned’ opportunities.

NIST Special Publication 
800-53

The NIST Special Publication 800-53 is a security and privacy control standard that deals with 
security controls or safeguards for information systems and organisations. The guidelines in this 
standard aim to heighten the security of the information systems used to store, process or transmit 
information. 

NIST Special Publication 
800-171

The NIST Special Publication 800-171 governs controlled unclassified information. This standard 
defines how to safeguard and distribute material that is deemed sensitive, but is not classified. 

International 
Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO) 
27001:2013 (ISO 27001) 

ISO 27001:2013 is the internationally recognised specification for an information security 
management system (ISMS), and is one of the most popular information security standards. It 
specifies the requirements for establishing, implementing, maintaining and continually improving 
an ISMS within the organisation’s context. It also includes requirements for the assessment and 
treatment of information security risks tailored to an organisation’s needs.

Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard 
(PCI DSS)

The PCI DSS sets the requirements for organisations and sellers to safely and securely accept, 
store, process and transmit cardholder data to prevent fraud and data breaches during credit card 
transactions. There are four levels of PCI compliance; each has unique requirements for a business 
to validate its compliance. The level under which your business falls is based on your total annual 
transaction volume. 

Control Objectives for 
Information and Related 
Technology (COBIT)

COBIT is an IT management framework developed by the Information Systems Audit and Control 
Association (ISACA) to help businesses develop, organise and implement information management 
and governance strategies. The COBIT framework enables organisations to balance resource use, 
risk optimisation and benefits realisation, helping improve business outcomes and ensuring IT 
systems are supporting them as much as possible.

Ransomware attack Ransomware is a form of malware that encrypts a victim’s files. The attacker demands a ransom 
from the victim to restore access to the data upon payment. Ransomware attacks can occur if a 
user falls victim to a phishing attack that gives the hacker access to the organisation’s network.
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